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Standing Committee on Government Operations and Estimates

Wednesday, April 19, 2023

● (1630)

[English]
The Chair (Mr. Kelly McCauley (Edmonton West, CPC)):

Colleagues, good afternoon. I call this meeting to order.

Welcome to meeting number 61 of the House of Commons
Standing Committee on Government Operations and Estimates.

Pursuant to the order of reference adopted by the House on
Wednesday, February 15, 2023, the committee is meeting on the
study of Bill C-290, an act to amend the Public Servants Disclosure
Protection Act.

With us we have the creator of the bill, MP Jean-Denis Garon.
We will have an opening statement from you for five minutes, sir.

Go ahead.
[Translation]

Mr. Jean-Denis Garon (Mirabel, BQ): Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Fellow members, thank you for having me. It is a privilege to
come before you today to present my bill, Bill C‑290, An Act to
amend the Public Servants Disclosure Protection Act.

This is an important moment for me and for many whistle-blow‐
ers. This is a historic moment.

For more than 20 years, we have had few opportunities to im‐
prove the whistle-blower protection regime within the federal gov‐
ernment. I would add that sound management of public finances
and government as well as restoring public confidence in the gov‐
ernment are deeply non-partisan issues.

We already have a public servants disclosure protection act, but it
is flawed, unfortunately, and has at times led to a breakdown in the
trust between prospective whistle-blowers and the government.
Moreover, according to the independent U.S. organization Govern‐
ment Accountability Project, the Canadian act is one of the weakest
of its kind among countries that have this type of legislation. In
fact, Canada is ranked behind Lebanon, Rwanda, Pakistan, Bosnia,
Tunisia, Uganda, Kenya, Zambia, Kosovo, Namibia, Serbia and
many others. This is a problem for a G7 country, a G20 country, an
OECD member country and for a democracy that is expected to
have sound institutions.

This bill seeks to strengthen the mechanisms that protect the
anonymity of whistle-blowers and includes additional categories of
public servants in the system. It also seeks to better protect the
identity of witnesses who participate in investigations. The bill will
increase the obligation to support public servants who disclose

wrongdoing and will give them more time to file a complaint. At
present, the limitation period is much too short. Disclosing wrong‐
doing is an extremely demanding process; it can take more than
60 days to decide whether to proceed. The bill will simplify the ap‐
peal processes that whistle-blowers can use in the event that they
face reprisals. It will also make it possible, in cases of mismanage‐
ment, to refer the matter to the Auditor General.

I wish to point out that the current legislation came into being in
the wake of the sponsorship scandal, which was exposed thanks to
the expertise of the Auditor General, expertise found in few other
places within the federal government.

The intent of the bill is to restore confidence between the public
service and the federal government, which is extremely important.
Whistle-blowers are very courageous individuals who want to bet‐
ter protect the public. The decision to disclose wrongdoing has an
enormous impact on the whistle-blower's life.

Over the course of its review, the committee will meet with wit‐
nesses whose lives have been shattered by this process. These indi‐
viduals placed their trust in the process, but it is seriously flawed—
as we will see during the clause‑by‑clause review. They ended up
being punished for doing good and for wanting to serve Canadians,
Quebeckers, taxpayers, democracy at large and our institutions. In
some cases, these individuals were even placed under surveillance.
The committee may meet some people who are afraid to come be‐
fore the committee, who fear reprisals. It is this type of situation
that we need to address; our democracy depends on it.

By protecting whistle-blowers, we are safeguarding democracy
and sound management, as well as the government. Scandals
should not be used as a management tool. We cannot wait for a
scandal to occur before making adjustments to legislation.

We need to put mechanisms in place to ensure that Canadians
who witness irregularities are better served by government institu‐
tions, and that is the very intent of the bill that I have introduced in
the House of Commons.

Thank you.

● (1635)

[English]

The Chair: Thank you very much, Mr. Garon.
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Colleagues, before we start our first round, there will be bells at
5:30. I'll do the customary ask in advance for unanimous consent to
continue to about five minutes to six. Hopefully, we'll be able to get
through Mr. Garon as well as the opening statements from our wit‐
nesses for the second hour before we suspend.

Are we good with that?

Some hon. members: Agreed.

The Chair: Thank you very much. I appreciate that, colleagues.

Mrs. Kusie, you're opening for six minutes, please.
[Translation]

Mrs. Stephanie Kusie (Calgary Midnapore, CPC): Thank you
very much, Mr. Chair.

Thank you, Mr. Garon, for being here today, and for the work
you did in developing Bill C‑290, work that the government decid‐
ed not to do.

What do you think are the reasons why the government decided
not to implement the recommendations from the committee's 2017
report?

Mr. Jean-Denis Garon: It is difficult for me to speculate on the
government's motivations, and that is not the purpose of my appear‐
ance today.

Keep in mind that the Standing Committee on Government Op‐
erations and Estimates produced a report several years ago. What is
interesting is that a high level of consensus was achieved regarding
this report. It was supported by dozens of briefs, and very credible
and knowledgeable witnesses.

The provisions in my bill draw to a great extent on that report. In
the opposition, we do not have the same means available to us as
the government. There is the matter of expenditures and royal rec‐
ommendations. We cannot suggest, for example, that lawyers' fees,
which can sometimes… As you know, taking a case all the way to
the Supreme Court can cost up to a million dollars and push people
into bankruptcy. These individuals are effectively helpless. That op‐
tion wasn't available to us.

Many, if not all, of the measures in the bill achieved consensus
within the Standing Committee on Government Operations and Es‐
timates.

I'd like to explain, if I may, the reason I brought this bill forward.
Shortly after I was elected, in 2021, I was shocked to receive phone
calls and emails from whistle-blowers who had witnessed wrongdo‐
ings, alleged wrongdoings. As you know, I'm not an investigator. I
asked them why they didn't disclose this information themselves,
and why they weren't using the processes that were in place. Many
of them answered that they knew people who had taken the risk,
and that it had ended their career and their life. Their physical and
mental health suffered.

Under the current regime, individuals who witness wrongdoing
are worried about losing their job, their income, their homes.

When I looked into the act, I came across this committee's report
and the reports in which disclosure systems are ranked. When you

read these reports, you see how obvious the flaws are. When you
want to travel down a road but it's full of potholes, it's impossible to
reach the end without falling into at least one of them and suffering
serious injury. This is when I said to myself that introducing this
bill was in the public's interest.

Mrs. Stephanie Kusie: That was my next question. What was
your source of inspiration for this bill? Was there something in your
personal history that motivated you to introduce it? Thank you for
answering my question.

Now I have some other questions.

You decided to add some portions of the 2017 report to the bill.
Why did you choose those particular parts of the report and not all
of it? What criteria did you use in choosing some parts and not oth‐
ers?

Mr. Jean-Denis Garon: There are three reasons that influenced
our decision.

The first reason has to do with the constraints we face in the op‐
position. This was a big part of the equation.

The second reason relates to my strong desire to have a consen‐
sus-based process that would lead to the passage of this bill. I am
convinced that this is possible. We are obviously open to amend‐
ment proposals during the discussions. The portions of the commit‐
tee's report that we retained are the ones that are very likely to lead
to a consensus.

Obviously, there is a cost associated with this work: we need to
keep in mind that a lot of work remains to be done. We have been
waiting a long time for changes that can be made simply and effec‐
tively. Any step in the right direction would be welcome, and this
bill will allow us to get several steps closer to our goal.

Those are the main reasons that led us to introduce the bill in its
current form.

● (1640)

Mrs. Stephanie Kusie: After this bill passes, what are the next
steps for the current government and subsequent governments?

What do you think of the working group that was established to
review the Public Servants Disclosure Protection Act?

Mr. Jean-Denis Garon: The whistle-blowers issue does not re‐
ceive enough attention in the news. It's a topic that is often swept
under the carpet. Soon after the bill was introduced, the President
of the Treasury Board accelerated matters so that more consulta‐
tions would be held. There are two things I want to say in that re‐
gard.

First, I am very happy that we are talking about these courageous
men and women who disclose wrongdoing and want to improve
public sector management. This was the first effect of the bill. Al‐
ready, it is a success. If the government wants to hold consultations,
it can do so. It can call on experts, and later, it can continue to
strengthen the legislation such that royal assent will not be re‐
quired.
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However, these two processes are not mutually exclusive. The
consensus-based measures in the bill can be adopted while consul‐
tations are still being conducted. The President of the Treasury
Board recognizes that that this should be an ongoing process and
that the work is never really completed.

Mrs. Stephanie Kusie: Thank you very much.

Thank you, Mr. Chair.
[English]

The Chair: Thanks very much.

Mr. Fergus, welcome back to OGGO. You have six minutes.
[Translation]

Hon. Greg Fergus (Hull—Aylmer, Lib.): Thank you very
much, Mr. Chair, for your welcome. That's very kind of you.

I would also like to congratulate my colleague, Mr. Garon, for
taking the initiative of introducing Bill C‑290. As the member has
just said, this is a tremendous opportunity to reach a strong consen‐
sus among all political parties on how to enhance the legislation.

Mr. Garon, I have a few questions for you about certain elements
of your bill. A number of the proposed changes involve removing
certain restrictions in the act that are intended to prevent overlap
with other legislation or organizations. For example, the bill would
remove subsection 19.1(4), which prevents individuals from avail‐
ing themselves of a procedure under another act or a collective
agreement when they file a reprisal complaint.

Do you think that the removal of this restriction would lead to
significant overlap between recourse mechanisms?

Mr. Jean-Denis Garon: The purpose of the bill is to give greater
recourse to an individual who discloses wrongdoing, and I believe
that, overall, it does exactly that.

This said, the bill is complex, given that the protection of whis‐
tle-blowers has implications for many different branches of the
public service. It has a very wide reach. Therefore, I believe that
amendments should indeed be made to it. Everyone is aware that
work needs to be done in this area.

Furthermore, the Treasury Board and the government have a role
to play in all of this. The machinery of government is complex and
involves many interactions. It will be helpful, even necessary, to
hear from public servants on this topic. We are obviously open to
hearing their views.

This said, it should be understood that certain mechanisms are
provided for in collective agreements; however, this should not be
used as an excuse to avoid making laws in relation to this matter.
For many years, in some cases, unions have had to make up for the
deficiencies in the current regime. Minimum standards must be set
out in the legislation.
● (1645)

Hon. Greg Fergus: In your bill, why have the references to
good faith and to reasonable grounds been removed from the sec‐
tions of the act that relate to the preliminary review?

Mr. Roche, would you like to answer my question?

Mr. Marc-André Roche (Researcher, Bloc Québécois): Good
afternoon. Thank you for your question.

The references to good faith are related to the whistle-blower's
intentions. In some cases, a whistle-blower may have seen things
they did not like for years, and it may be thought that, in disclosing
these things, the whistle-blower is trying to hurt the colleagues in‐
volved.

However, it is not our role to determine whether, by filing a com‐
plaint, this individual is seeking to help or harm a colleague. What
matters is determining whether the complaint is justified. Com‐
plaints must be judged on the facts, not on the intentions ascribed to
the complainant. It is too easy to disregard someone based on the
assumption that their intentions are bad. Therefore, we removed
these arbitrary elements so that complaints will be judged on their
own merits instead of the person's intentions.

If the person is likely telling the truth, whatever their motivation,
an investigation and protection are warranted.

Hon. Greg Fergus: Isn't there a risk that the removal of these
words could lead to frivolous or intentionally malicious disclo‐
sures?

Mr. Jean-Denis Garon: I think that, at present, the concern is
that the provisions you are referring to could prevent the process
from moving forward. That is our concern.

The objective of the bill is to improve the quality of the manage‐
ment and administration of public funds. If the complaint itself is
justified, any government that wants to improve its processes has
an obligation to proceed with the complaint.

In its current form, the provision you're referring to can prevent
us from improving management processes in the public sector un‐
der the pretext that a person's intentions have been determined. The
cost of maintaining this provision as it stands appears to outweigh
the benefit.

Hon. Greg Fergus: I am short on time.

Would it be possible to find a middle ground in order to come up
with something reasonable?
[English]

The Chair: Give just a brief answer.
[Translation]

Mr. Jean-Denis Garon: It is always possible to develop amend‐
ments or find other ways to rewrite the provisions of the act, pro‐
vided it doesn't run counter to the objective.

Hon. Greg Fergus: Thank you.
[English]

The Chair: Thanks, Mr. Fergus.

We have Mrs. Vignola for six minutes, please.
[Translation]

Mrs. Julie Vignola (Beauport—Limoilou, BQ): Thank you,
Mr. Chair.

Thank you, Mr. Garon. Thank you above all for introducing this
bill.
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In the last Parliament, we expressed the intention of examining
this legislation, but then 2021 happened and it wasn't possible to
carry out a review. You are forcing us to review the act, an under‐
taking that is well-received, particularly by public servants.

You have already stated your reasons for introducing the bill. For
educational purposes, I would like you to provide a brief compari‐
son for us, as clear and concise as possible, of the current act and
the legislation that would result from the bill you have introduced
in the House.

Mr. Jean-Denis Garon: As I said, first of all, the purpose of the
bill is to better protect the anonymity of whistle-blowers and wit‐
nesses in investigations.

I'll give you an example. The decision to disclose wrongdoing
can have a major impact on someone's career. Those who take this
step are seldom the only ones who witnessed the wrongdoing in
question. Although corroboration is needed, other witnesses may
not be at the same point in their personal journey. Therefore, even if
the anonymity of the person making the disclosure is ensured, when
the time comes to talk with the witnesses and investigate, if these
individuals do not have sufficient protection, this will severely con‐
strain the investigator's investigative authority. This is part of what
we had in mind when we drafted the bill.

Another issue relates to the time limits. The current legislation
states that a person must make a disclosure within 60 days after
witnessing a wrongdoing. I am telling you this because you are go‐
ing to hear from witnesses who have gone through this process and
paid a high price. These 60 days provide an opportunity to ask one‐
self certain questions. Will I be serving the public interest, and act‐
ing in the best interest of the country and sound management of the
government? Will I lose my job, be demoted, face harassment and
so on?

Indeed, there may be reprisals. Sixty days isn't much time to
make this decision. When you get a mortgage rate, it is frozen for
three months. This is an important decision, so we want to extend
this period to a year. I would say that, in this regard, one year is
very little time.

There is also the possibility of referring the matter to the Auditor
General. At present, when an individual witnesses criminal acts in
the public administration, there is obviously recourse to the RCMP.
In the case of gross mismanagement, there is no recourse to the Au‐
ditor General. As you know, the Auditor General has a unique skill
set within the machinery of government and enjoys a unique level
of independence with regard to gross mismanagement. This is part
of the proposed changes to the legislation.

Lastly, we have an obligation to support public servants. When a
public servant suffers reprisals, this person is being given the op‐
portunity to have the reprisal recognized before being forced to
bring the matter before the Federal Court at their own expense,
thereby risking bankruptcy. These are major changes that are going
to make the process much more effective and much less costly, both
for whistle-blowers, who are simply doing their job, and for the
government, which must manage the entire process, including the
appeal and judicial processes.

This is part of the changes contained in Bill C‑290.

● (1650)

Mrs. Julie Vignola: As you mentioned, it takes a lot of courage
to make a disclosure.

Do you know whether any whistle-blowers have turned to the
RCMP for help or have filed complaints with the police, but were
unable to be heard in spite of their efforts?

Mr. Jean-Denis Garon: I can't provide any specific examples
right now to answer your question.

Mrs. Julie Vignola: What have you learned from whistle-blow‐
ers? What have they told you about their experiences?

Mr. Jean-Denis Garon: I would have thought that, in a devel‐
oped country, their experience would be taken into consideration
and their observations regarding the management of government
would be viewed as expertise. When a person witnesses an irregu‐
larity, this becomes a kind of expertise that can be used to serve the
government.

In academia, which is where I come from, expertise is valued.
Several of the whistle-blowers who have sought my help, who have
shared their accounts and with whom I have been in contact have
been subject to reprisals, retaliation and demotions. We also need to
consider the physical and mental stress that these people endure.
They can lose trust in their employer. These are people who are
loyal to their employer and who want the government to function
properly. They want the government to serve Canadians. However,
when they go through this process, these individuals and their fami‐
lies may suffer significant collateral damage.

To my surprise, in a potentially large number of cases, this loss
of trust has caused individuals to avoid disclosing irregularities;
these cases are therefore not included in the statistics. This is one of
the problems plaguing the current regime.

I would have thought that these individuals' unique expertise
would be welcomed. This has deeply shocked me.
[English]

The Chair: Thank you, Mr. Garon. That is your time.

Mr. Johns, you have six minutes, please.
● (1655)

[Translation]
Mr. Gord Johns (Courtenay—Alberni, NDP): Thank you.

[English]

It's good to see you, Mr. Garon.

First, before I get started, I really want to commend you. I know
you had a very high order of precedence for PMB. You had many
things you could have advanced, and you put workers first. I really
want to thank you for that. That's really important.

I want to thank my colleagues at this committee as well. They al‐
so want to advance the discussion around your bill so that we can
fix it. We know that workers are going through a difficult time. In‐
flation is way surpassing their wages right now. People are on the
picket line right now. They're struggling to make ends meet. Further
exasperating that is the mental health they face when it comes to
the challenges around the current whistle-blowing system.
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We're really happy about this bill around the Public Servants Dis‐
closure Protection Act and improving it. It's direly needed. As
you've stated, we fall behind our peers in other countries in protect‐
ing public servants who disclose wrongdoing, so it's important. If
we don't protect public servants who blow the whistle, wrongdoing
stays hidden and we all suffer. Again, I want to thank you for mov‐
ing forward.

Today is an opportunity for us to help strengthen the bill. We've
had some time to consult with some whistle-blowers and some
stakeholder organizations that advocate for them, and they've raised
some concerns about the bill. Obviously, we want to bring them
forward to help improve it, if we're to truly have a system that pro‐
tects public servants who make disclosures.

This is, again, about improving the bill. One thing we heard is
the reverse onus. That would mean that, when a whistle-blower
goes before the tribunal to prove employer reprisal, the burden of
proof would switch to the employer, who would need to show it
had good reasons to take action against the employee, reasons that
aren't related to, say, the whistle-blowing. This is the foundation of
any decent whistle-blower protection act.

In your discussions with stakeholders and public servants, have
you heard about this, that this was a priority? Did you choose not to
include it in the bill for any reason, or has it posed any concern?
[Translation]

Mr. Jean-Denis Garon: Yes, we discussed that, and the matter
was also raised by a large number of whistle-blowers, including
some who are here today. Indeed, it's one of the things that will
have to be discussed. A reverse onus would be welcome if that is
the committee's decision. Obviously, we would be very open to
that.

With regard to the bill in its present form, there are some ele‐
ments, one in particular, that would facilitate the process. For ex‐
ample, today, when you want to make a reprisal complaint, the mat‐
ter must first be referred to the commissioner. If it is subsequently
recognized that you have faced reprisal, the tribunal is where com‐
pensation may be awarded. However, if the commissioner does not
determine that you were subject to reprisal, you have no further re‐
course than to appeal the matter to the Federal Court, which is ex‐
tremely costly for an individual.

The current bill would allow the second level of recourse, the tri‐
bunal, to not only award damages, as is currently the case under the
act, but also review the decision and thus provide a second opportu‐
nity to have the reprisals recognized before going through the for‐
mal court system. As I mentioned, this would give whistle-blowers
an additional opportunity to assert their rights—one that would be
less costly, faster and less damaging to their career, and would
moreover facilitate processes within the machinery of government.
[English]

Mr. Gord Johns: I'm going back to the Integrity Commissioner
and the investigations.

A concern around what's missing from the bill—and I'll ask you
about it today—is the need for proper independent investigation of
the wrongdoing that gets reported. Experts and advocates in the
field have told me that we can't be confident in the investigations

happening under the current act because the Public Sector Integrity
Commissioner has always been a government public servant.

Do you believe that a public servant whose career and connec‐
tions rely upon staying in the government's good graces is the best
person to serve as the Integrity Commissioner? Do you think that a
truly independent expert would be better able to carry out truly in‐
dependent investigations of wrongdoing?

[Translation]

Mr. Jean-Denis Garon: From our conversations with whistle-
blowers and international legal experts who work on such regimes,
we learned that the appointment process for commissioners often
results in the appointment of someone from the machinery of gov‐
ernment who is likely to return to it. This has been determined to be
a problem. The bill does not refer to this explicitly, but during the
appointment of commissioners, the government must pay careful
attention to this aspect.

The current bill provides for recourse to the Auditor General in
cases of alleged gross mismanagement. The Auditor General is in‐
dependent and enjoys full confidence in matters of finance and
management.

● (1700)

[English]

Mr. Gord Johns: Another concern about the bill, which we
heard from stakeholders and public servants and which they've
raised again and again, is the need for injunctive relief. This would
mean proactive protection of whistle-blowers from day one, when
they first report the wrongdoing.

When whistle-blowers report wrongdoing, do you believe that
it's important for them to be able to immediately obtain an injunc‐
tion to prevent employer reprisal? Do you see it as a critical aspect
of protecting them?

The Chair: I'm afraid that's our six minutes, but maybe you can
answer in Mr. Johns' next round.

We'll go to Mr. Barrett for five minutes, please.

Mr. Michael Barrett (Leeds—Grenville—Thousand Islands
and Rideau Lakes, CPC): Thanks very much, Chair.

Thank you to the witnesses for being here today.

I'm not sure how much time we have with bells, etc., so I have
one thing to do before I proceed with my questions. I'd like to give
notice of a motion that I'm not moving. I'll provide it to the clerk in
writing in both official languages.

The motion is:

That the committee:
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a) Invite the deputy heads from the following entities in relation to the redac‐
tions and improper translation of documents requested by the committee on Jan‐
uary 18, 2023: Atomic Energy of Canada Limited; Business Development Bank
of Canada; Canada Border Services Agency; Canada Development Investment
Corporation; Canada Post; Canada Pension Plan Investment Board; Department
of Finance Canada; Employment and Social Development Canada; Export De‐
velopment Canada; Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship Canada; Innovation,
Science and Economic Development Canada; National Defence; Natural Re‐
sources Canada; Office of the Veterans Ombud (Veterans Affairs Canada); the
Privy Council Office; Public Sector Pension Investment Board; and TransMoun‐
tain Corporation;
b) Invite the Office of the Law Clerk to brief the committee, in public, on the
extent of the committee's powers to call for documents;
c) Instruct the Chair to send a letter to each of the entities listed in section a) of
this motion to inform them that the committee is currently considering referring
this issue to the House of Commons as a possible breach of parliamentary privi‐
lege.

Thanks very much for your patience.

Can you share examples of reprisals that whistle-blowers have
faced?
[Translation]

Mr. Jean-Denis Garon: I have been in touch with a number of
whistle-blowers. Some want to disclose their identity, some are
well known and some have agreed to tell their stories.

For example, there is one case where an individual had all their
work taken away and had nothing to do all week; however, at 2:30
on Friday afternoon, the person was asked to do all the work that
should have been done during the week. Some individuals having
been followed home. Some have experienced psychological harass‐
ment.

When the whistle-blower starts to be ostracized in the workplace,
this person becomes a pariah among their colleagues. When indi‐
viduals at senior levels begin to dislike and ostracize the person,
and engage in reprisals, employees, regardless of their position lev‐
el, naturally tend to distance themselves from the person. They tend
to isolate the person, remove them from teams and so forth. Direct
reprisals occur, but there are also indirect impacts on the individu‐
al's quality of work life.
[English]

Mr. Michael Barrett: Thank you very much.

Have there been individuals who have been mistaken for a public
servant who made a protected disclosure?

What was the effect for those individuals?
[Translation]

Mr. Jean-Denis Garon: A person who decides to disclose a
wrongdoing may, in certain cases, want to remain anonymous. Oth‐
er employees or the individual's immediate superiors try to figure
out who made the disclosure. The witch hunt begins, but sometimes
the wrong person may be accused and suffer reprisals.

This raises the matter of how to protect individuals who are mis‐
takenly identified as whistle-blowers. In a sense, there are two as‐
pects to the problem. First, we must ensure that people who have
witnessed wrongdoing make disclosures and that they can trust the
system. Second, it is necessary to ensure that within the govern‐
ment, no one is subjected to reprisals, where or not the person is le‐

gitimately considered a whistle-blower. No one should ever have to
face reprisals.

● (1705)

[English]

Mr. Michael Barrett: Thank you, Chair.

The Chair: Thank you, Mr. Barrett.

Mr. Housefather, go ahead for five minutes, please.

[Translation]

Mr. Anthony Housefather (Mount Royal, Lib.): Thank you,
Mr. Chair.

Mr. Garon, thank you for being with us. Congratulations. I know
that you always work very hard as a member. I am very pleased that
your bill is being studied.

I am going to continue in the same vein as Mr. Fergus.

I am a little worried about removing the requirement that the dis‐
closure be made in good faith and that the person have reasonable
grounds to believe that they suffered reprisals. Mr. Fergus was try‐
ing to find a way to satisfy everyone.

Mr. Garon and Mr. Roche, do you agree that we should at least
include the requirement that the whistle-blower should reasonably
believe that what they are disclosing is true? I would not want a
person to be able to disclose something that they believed to be
false, even if it seems true on the surface. Perhaps there is a differ‐
ent way of wording “good faith”. Is that possible?

Mr. Jean-Denis Garon: You're absolutely right.

Protecting people who disclose wrongdoing is not protecting
defamation, and it does not mean we should allow a person to say
anything they want about someone else. For our part, we were a lit‐
tle concerned about the legal consequences related to “good faith”
as defined in the act, because this makes an assumption about the
person's intentions instead of examining the basis for the complaint.

The definition you just gave—that the person reasonably be‐
lieves that what they say is true—preserves, in a sense, the spirit
that we sought to incorporate in the definition of “good faith”,
while removing the presumption of the person's intention.

I think that that is a step in the right direction.

Mr. Anthony Housefather: All right. That's great.

The bill also aims to add the requirement that chief executives
support whistle-blowers. I think that this may be misunderstood by
some people, who think that this involves money.

Can you explain to us what type of support is involved?

Mr. Jean-Denis Garon: This is indeed somewhat ambiguous.
It's one of the points made in the analysis by the clerks of the
House, who indicated that a royal recommendation was required.
There were two reasons for this. If I may, I would like to take a lit‐
tle extra time to address this, without sidestepping the question.
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The fact that we would like to expand the application of the act
to include government contract workers and add a duty to provide
support, which could be interpreted as financial support, could lead
to the possibility of a royal recommendation being required. There‐
fore, we will propose amendments to tighten that up.

When someone files a complaint, we want to make sure that the
system supports them properly, through logistical means that are in‐
expensive, in the sense that they do not require new financial allo‐
cations by the government. That is what we mean by support.

We will propose a clarification on this.
Mr. Anthony Housefather: Perfect. An amendment will be pro‐

posed, then, to define this support and specify that it is not finan‐
cial.

Mr. Jean-Denis Garon: That is correct.
Mr. Anthony Housefather: All right. That's perfect.

You talked about support for contractors, and I have a question to
ask you about that.

I believe that at least a certain percentage of contractors are sub‐
ject to provincial law, if I am not mistaken.

Wouldn't it cause a jurisdictional conflict if contractors were in‐
cluded in exactly the same way as employees?

Mr. Jean-Denis Garon: Absolutely. This is one aspect of the bill
that was flagged to us. We examined it closely and pretty well ex‐
hausted this issue. It is our view that the disclosure protection
regime must be strengthened and expanded, but it must apply to
public servants.

Mr. Anthony Housefather: Okay.

Some words, like “abuse of authority”, have been added.

What is the definition of “abuse of authority”? Can you define it
or tell us what it should be?

Mr. Jean-Denis Garon: We are expanding the definition of
wrongdoings. Take political interference, for example. It might be
perceived as being new, but it's in the U.S. law, for example. It is
one of the criteria of the Government Accountability Project. It is
found in a number of places. It involves acts that go against the
public interest. In the United States, the legal term is “improper in‐
tervention”, and here we might use something like “undue interven‐
tion”.

Abuse of authority refers to a manager's behaviour. Naturally, we
wondered whether it should be defined in the act. After discussions
with legal experts, we realized that the term may seem vague but is
already well defined in the Public Service Employment Act, and
had already been delineated in practice in Canadian labour law.
Since the term is legally accepted and defined, and since it has been
circumscribed by labour law jurisprudence, it is well and truly es‐
tablished in law.

I have to tell you that a lot has happened since I introduced the
original version of the bill, and that it needs to include foreign in‐
terference. If a public servant—

● (1710)

[English]

The Chair: I'm afraid that is our time for this round.

Now we have Ms. Vignola for two and a half minutes, please.

[Translation]

Mrs. Julie Vignola: Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Mr. Garon, I have two and a half minutes, but you have already
addressed my next question to some extent.

Is there anything not found in your bill that current events now
force us to take into consideration?

Mr. Jean-Denis Garon: What matters is to expand the applica‐
tion of the act. This requires us to define the categories of wrongdo‐
ings under the act. This is why we refer, as I mentioned, to political
interference and abuse of authority. They are fairly broad but well-
defined terms.

Like I told Mr. Housefather, foreign interference must also be in‐
cluded. As a term, it's pretty well defined, while remaining broad
enough. We saw this in the allegations of Chinese interference,
among other things. If public servants or people that work in the
government witness such interference and decide to report it to
their organization, they must be protected. This is especially true
when the system for protecting whistle-blowers is weak and people
don't believe them; that leaves only one safety valve—media and
journalists. In some cases involving national security, it is extreme‐
ly important for public servants to be able to trust the system.

Mrs. Julie Vignola: Exactly, and some public servants may be
tempted to turn to the media once more instead of relying on the
current process. Does this have repercussions on disclosure and the
protection of whistle-blowers?

Mr. Jean-Denis Garon: The media's job is important, obviously,
but as I said at the outset, scandal does not constitute a management
tool. The objective of having a good system for whistle-blowers is
to protect these people in order to improve processes and remedy
the shortcomings in government management that led to the irregu‐
larities.

Having an internal process that is perceived as an improvement
mechanism is important.

[English]

The Chair: You are right on time. Thank you very much.

Mr. Johns, you have two and a half minutes.

Mr. Gord Johns: Another benefit of the bill is that it would al‐
low public workers to report wrongdoing to, let's say, an officer in
the portion of the public sector in which they are employed, and not
just their immediate supervisor.

Can you share with us what the value is in that, and why it's so
important that whistle-blowers have the ability to make that choice?
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[Translation]
Mr. Marc-André Roche: Wrongdoings observed by public ser‐

vants often occur in their work teams, and this could be the fault of
their immediate supervisor. Currently, the employee can bypass the
chain of command and make the disclosure to the person at the very
top, the commissioner, although the process is very intimidating.
However, sometimes the process should be simpler and involve the
manager of a unit in the same department. This would simplify
things and promote a culture of transparency, openness and frank
discussion. The more simplified the processes, the easier it will be
to solve problems before they escalate.
[English]

Mr. Gord Johns: The bill extends the application of the act to
wrongdoings in the public sector that involve an abuse of authority
and political interference. With these additions, is the list of poten‐
tial wrongdoings broad enough?

Have you heard from whistle-blowers or advocates that any other
category should be added or included?
● (1715)

[Translation]
Mr. Jean-Denis Garon: As I said earlier, this is still a step for‐

ward. Only time will tell if these two additions are sufficient. We're
not sure, but clearly it is a major step forward. Adding these two
categories ensures that a greater number of wrongdoings are cap‐
tured. I think foreign interference has to be added.

What I must stress, Mr. Johns, is that the bill also provides for a
review mechanism every five years—which is not the case in the
current act. The political world and the government's organizational
structure and management methods change, so it's critical that the
Public Servants Disclosure Protection Act constantly adapt and that
it be enshrined in the act. That alone is an important innovation,
and will allow us to carry out further analyses and discussions.
Once the bill has been passed and implemented, we can ask our‐
selves in five years whether the environment has changed enough
to warrant new categories. This mechanism will likely be very ben‐
eficial to the legislation, since, clearly, updating the act has rarely
been a priority.
[English]

The Chair: Thank you very much.

Go ahead, Mrs. Block.
Mrs. Kelly Block (Carlton Trail—Eagle Creek, CPC): Thank

you very much, Mr. Chair.

Thank you for joining us. I am pleased to see this bill come to
committee. I had the opportunity to speak to it at second reading.

As you are aware, the Federal Accountability Act was brought in
back in 2006-07 by a Conservative government, following the Lib‐
eral sponsorship scandal. Over time, we have obviously seen that
the protections that were provided in that act are not adequate. It's
always good to review legislation with a view to improving upon it.
I believe that is probably what motivated this committee to under‐
take a study back in 2017 and come forward with a number of rec‐
ommendations to update whistle-blower protections. I know there

were a number of these recommendations put forward. I think there
were 15.

I'm wondering if you could highlight for the committee, and po‐
tentially those who are listening in, which recommendations you
used as part of this piece of legislation.

[Translation]

Mr. Jean-Denis Garon: I already answered that question in a
broader sense. If it's all right with you, I could provide you with a
written answer and a table summarizing all the recommendations
that we chose to include in Bill C‑290.

[English]

Mrs. Kelly Block: Thank you. I appreciate that. Neither did I do
a side-by-side in regard to the bill and the recommendations.

I want to refer to the annual report on the Public Servants Disclo‐
sure Protection Act for 2021-22. In that report, the chief human re‐
source officer stated the following:

In the 2021-22 fiscal year, federal government organizations received more en‐
quiries and allegations than in any of the previous five years, and most of the
allegations concerned a single serious breach of conduct. In parallel, we also
saw the highest number of formal investigations launched. While these results
may indicate public servants' growing awareness of the act, we know that more
work is needed to strengthen the disclosure system to ensure employees have the
confidence to come forward with cases of potential wrongdoing without fear of
reprisal.

Were you at all concerned that the government abstained on the
vote to send this bill to committee?

[Translation]

Mr. Jean-Denis Garon: I think that the government will vote for
this bill at third reading.

[English]

Mrs. Kelly Block: All right. You have a lot more trust than
many of us in this room.

Do you think that it showed a lack of commitment to protecting
whistle-blowers, especially considering the lack of action in imple‐
menting the recommendations from the OGGO report and that it
was something that was included in the TBS mandate letter?

[Translation]

Mr. Jean-Denis Garon: Your question gives me an opportunity
to send an extremely important message.

Regardless of how people voted at second reading, today, com‐
mittee members have an opportunity to create momentum. Person‐
ally, I am looking ahead. I sense that the climate is conducive to
moving the bill forward. I am committed to persuading all my col‐
leagues to vote for it, which I believe is possible.
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● (1720)

[English]
Mrs. Kelly Block: Are you open to amendments to this bill?

[Translation]
Mr. Jean-Denis Garon: Yes, of course. It is the committee's pre‐

rogative to propose amendments and review them. We are also
working on a number of amendments.

As I said, this is not a partisan issue. Any type of amendment
that aims to correct or improve the bill will be considered. My in‐
tention is to expand the scope of the bill. If other parliamentarians
have the same intention, amendments will be more than welcome.
[English]

Mrs. Kelly Block: Thank you.
[Translation]

Mr. Jean-Denis Garon: You're welcome.
[English]

The Chair: Thank you, Mrs. Block.

Ms. Thompson, we'll go to you to finish up.
Ms. Joanne Thompson (St. John's East, Lib.): Thank you.

Thank you so much for the work you've done on this bill. I think
it's incredibly important. Your dedication and your ability to bring
people together around this is a credit to you. Thank you.

I have a couple of questions.

Could you talk about the rationale for including the Public Sector
Integrity Commissioner in assessing or reviewing internal disclo‐
sure processes within organizations, and against what standard the
commissioner would assess them?
[Translation]

Mr. Jean-Denis Garon: The aim is to ensure that complaints are
handled as fairly and efficiently as possible before judicial process‐
es are involved, which are expensive and often discourage whistle-
blowers from taking action.

As I explained previously, at the second level of recourse, the tri‐
bunal can not only adjudicate compensation, but also review the de‐
cision. Personally, I see this as a significant simplification. In addi‐
tion, whistle-blowers would be given the right to apply to the tri‐
bunal and then to the Federal Court. Basically, it gives whistle-
blowers an added opportunity to access justice more efficiently.

Mr. Marc-André Roche: If I understood correctly, you are ask‐
ing me to comment on giving the commissioner an additional man‐
date, to assess the work of the departments.

The Information Commissioner does it when assessing whether
access to information requests are handled properly. The Commis‐
sioner of Official Languages does it when determining if depart‐
ments are complying with the Official Languages Act. Regarding
whistle-blower protection, no neutral third party monitors the work
of the government and makes recommendations to help the govern‐
ment to improve.

We believe that the Public Sector Integrity Commissioner is in
the best position to do this.
[English]

Ms. Joanne Thompson: Thank you.

Back to the tribunal, on the rationale for requiring a tribunal to
accept the commissioner's finding of reprisal, does this change a
reprisal proceeding from an administrative investigation to a quasi-
judicial hearing?
[Translation]

Mr. Jean-Denis Garon: The answer is yes, absolutely. I'm sorry,
I misunderstood your previous question. I should listen to the
French interpretation.

We believe that having an administrative tribunal, which exists in
many other parts of the public sector, would facilitate the process.
Furthermore, this would in no way eliminate the opportunity to
subsequently file an appeal with the Federal Court.
[English]

Ms. Joanne Thompson: Thank you.

I realize that we're coming to the end of this round. Is there any‐
thing else that you would like to comment on, such as the timeline
around the questioning, or thoughts that you want to bring forward?
[Translation]

Mr. Jean-Denis Garon: First, I would like to thank all the par‐
liamentarians. I think that everyone has studied the bill thoroughly,
making this a productive discussion, one that will continue into the
future.

I want to say one last, very important, thing. A person doesn't
choose to be a whistle-blower. They become one out of necessity.
Going through this process requires tremendous courage. A person
who decides to disclose wrongdoing faces major consequences.
Obviously, even with the best bill, this will require a culture change
in government and departments. It is a long process, and it is diffi‐
cult to enshrine in the law. However, it is imperative that the law be
improved to minimize all the costs to these people, who are dedi‐
cated to serving their employer and the public service. It is of the
utmost importance.

Thank you, everyone, for your questions.
● (1725)

[English]
The Chair: You have 25 seconds.
Ms. Joanne Thompson: I'll be very quick and say thank you,

because I think the human face is so important, as is the courage to
come forward and really be able to hold a voice in very difficult cir‐
cumstances.

Thank you.
[Translation]

Mr. Jean-Denis Garon: Thank you.
[English]

The Chair: Thank you, Ms. Thompson.
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MP Garon and Mr. Roche, thank you very much for being with
us today. We will excuse you.

Colleagues, we will give our clerk a couple of seconds, so we
can set up for the next witnesses. With a bit of luck, they'll be able
to do their opening statements. We will probably suspend for the
vote then and come back to finish the two rounds.

We'll suspend.
● (1725)

_____________________(Pause)_____________________

● (1725)

The Chair: Colleagues, we are back.

Welcome, witnesses.

Welcome back, Ms. Forward. It's wonderful to see you again. I
appreciate your joining us, and I appreciate everything you've done
in the past helping this committee and with whistle-blowers.

Welcome, Mr. Sabourin.

You each have five-minute opening statements.

We'll start with you, Ms. Forward. Go ahead, please, for five
minutes.
● (1730)

Ms. Pamela Forward (President and Executive Director,
Whistleblowing Canada Research Society): Thank you, Mr.
Chair.

I'm Pamela Forward, president and executive director of Whistle‐
blowing Canada Research Society. We appreciate very much the
opportunity to speak with everybody today.

Our heartfelt thanks to MPs who, thus far, have supported the
private member's bill, Bill C-290, an act to amend the Public Ser‐
vants Disclosure Protection Act, and to the Bloc Québécois mem‐
ber of Parliament from Mirabel, Mr. Jean-Denis Garon, for bringing
it forward.

This bill is a long-awaited signal. It's a sign of humanity, com‐
passion and respect towards Canada's public servant whistle-blow‐
ers. It will make significant, much-needed improvements and hope‐
fully provoke many more to the deficient PSDPA.

In my time with you I will highlight some historical facts, why
improvement in Canada's whistle-blowing regime is needed and
thoughts on what more can be done.

In terms of history, here are some key facts.

Both of Canada's major parties have had a hand in the creation of
the PSDPA, which was implemented in 2007. Clearly, they knew
before the fact that the bill would not improve anything for whistle-
blowers. Justice Gomery warned of this in his report on the spon‐
sorship scandal in 1995. Instead of encouraging and empowering
whistle-blowers, what it really did was control and suppress them.

More missteps perpetuated the suffering and enabled wrongdo‐
ers. First, was the 2012 government decision to disobey a statute—
an indictable offence. They did not conduct the required indepen‐
dent review of the PSDPA after five years. Next, was the new gov‐

ernment leader's decision to ignore the OGGO committee's 2017
unanimous report of its review of the PSDPA, recommending more
than 20 amendments, if I remember correctly.

Why are improvements needed then? Studies and whistle-blower
cases confirm that truth and truth-tellers in Canada are imperilled
by this uncompromising unwillingness—at least up to now—to
provide true protection and stop reprisals. This peril includes major
catastrophes to both individuals and society at large, up to, and in‐
cluding, death. When truth dies, harm and corruption grow.

The studies and findings are listed in my submission. They con‐
firm our flawed legislation and dysfunctional cultures.

Also, a key finding is that legislation alone will not protect whis‐
tle-blowers. The overriding factor for success is culture. If laws are
introduced into an unwelcoming, resistant culture, they will not be
properly upheld.

Here are a few whistle-blower cases.

This is an old one that has current consequences. Thirty years
ago, in the 1990s, national security whistle-blowers from the then
Department of External Affairs, the RCMP and CSIS were sup‐
pressed and ostracized. Their careers and health were destroyed for
just doing their jobs. They reported on corruption in the Canadian
high commission in Hong Kong that allowed Chinese Triads—
criminals—to flow into Canada and bring along with them drug and
human trafficking, money laundering, inflated house prices, etc.
The consequences have persisted until today and have grown to in‐
clude interference in Canada's elections by the CCP.

Here is a current case waiting to be told. This case concerns the
Canada Border Services Agency and an officer who simply did his
job by refusing to comply with illegal and potentially criminal or‐
ders from his superiors. You're going to hear from him in person.
What's breathtaking and frightening is the litany of failures of all of
the authorities he contacted who should have helped and could have
helped, but didn't. That sadly included MPs from most parties. It's a
living testimony to the disintegration of our democratic institutions
in real time.

● (1735)

That's something else to consider. I'm going to leave it because
of the time. I hope it will come up again.
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What is needed then is Bill C‑290. It contains eight international‐
ly recognized best practices. There are 20 in all. A few more are
needed to give a whistle-blower a reasonable chance to prevail. We
urge you to work collaboratively to include as many as possible in
the bill. This is not a partisan issue. Our democracy is under stress,
and we need—and you need—whistle-blowers to come forward to
help defend it.

The problems plaguing the current regime are.... I'm just going to
list them and I have listed solutions in a table—

The Chair: I'll have to ask you to be very brief, please.
Ms. Pamela Forward: They are flawed legislation, implementa‐

tion failure, uncommitted and ineffective leadership, political and
administrative cultures that stress information control, and a lack of
constructive scrutiny by Parliament.

Thank you.
The Chair: Thank you, Ms. Forward.

Mr. Sabourin, go ahead, please, for five minutes.
[Translation]

Mr. Luc Sabourin (Retired Junior Officer, Canada Border
Services Agency, As an Individual): Ladies and gentlemen, thank
you very much for having me.

On behalf of my colleagues, I would also like to thank Mr. Garon
and Mrs. Vignola.

My name is Luc Sabourin. I'm 55 years old and the father of two
young children, a 16‑year‑old girl and a 12‑year‑old boy. I am a
whistle-blower who disclosed federal wrongdoings internally.

I was a senior quality control operator for the entry of critical and
specific information in a federal database that contributes in part to
national and international security. I held the highest security clear‐
ances, granted on an extremely limited and restricted basis. I per‐
formed my duties in an operational environment for the Canadian
government during my 26 years of service, with no incidents in my
career file.

My career began on August 13, 1990, and ended tragically and
harshly on February 16, 2016. During the period from March 2009
to February 2016, I witnessed a number of criminal wrongdoings in
my workplace. On February 16, 2016, I received a constructive ad‐
ministrative dismissal. This administrative procedure was the final
step taken by my employer after eight years of psychological, phys‐
ical and administrative harassment.

This constructive dismissal constituted a major reprisal by my
employer for two reasons. First, an outside investigation, but one
that was extremely limited and under the administrative control of
the branch, revealed and demonstrated that the employer was guilty
of harassment towards me.

Second, I used the internal disclosure processes, and religiously
followed the employer's internal guidelines and protocols on dis‐
closing wrongdoings and crimes in the federal workplace.

Consequently, management and co‑workers who were the perpe‐
trators undertook a major campaign of reprisals against me just to
undermine and destroy me, and to catch me doing something wrong

in order to justify my dismissal. For eight years, I was the victim of
psychological, physical and administrative harassment in the work‐
place, as well as a smear campaign, abusive management practices
and unwarranted threats from colleagues and members of manage‐
ment. It was so extreme that I suffered a psychological breakdown.

In 2015, I reached the breaking point psychologically and made
an unsuccessful suicide attempt. Today, life has given me a second
chance to speak on behalf of some of my colleagues who are no
longer with us as well as those who are still here. No one should
have to go through what internal whistle-blowers experience at the
hands of their employer.

I asked for help from the person in charge of my workplace, my
Liberal member of Parliament, the Minister of Public Safety and
the Minister of Justice. I also made a complaint to the RCMP,
which has been unsuccessful to date.

Today, I am on permanent retirement for medical reasons. I am
physically, mentally and financially shattered. My personal life and
professional career have been destroyed, and the future is uncertain
for me and my family.

I can state with certainty that the Government of Canada and the
Canadian people had an experienced honest public servant who
represented their interests with integrity and transparency. It is for
these same reasons that the employer ended my career as a federal
public servant.

It is imperative that each of you support amending the current
law by passing Bill C‑290 for whistle-blowers in the federal public
service. This will protect them and save lives in the interest of
transparency and justice. Democracy and public safety must be pro‐
tected from potentially destructive and illegal situations in the fed‐
eral public sector.

Thank you all for listening.

● (1740)

[English]

The Chair: Thank you very much.

We'll start with six minutes for Mrs. Kusie.

[Translation]

Mrs. Stephanie Kusie: Thank you, Mr. Chair.

I also want to thank the witnesses for being with us today.

Mr. Sabourin, I am very sorry to hear your story. Thank you for
sharing it with us.

I'm glad to be here today. I hope that things will change from
now on. As I said before, there was a report in 2017, but unfortu‐
nately, we have not seen any changes under the current govern‐
ment. The bill before us today is at least a start, and I hope that it is
just the beginning. Indeed, I do not want other people to have to go
through what you did.

Thank you very much.
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[English]

Madam Forward, did you want to finish your statement? You
read your recommendations, but was there anything else you want‐
ed to add? I want to provide you that time to add to it.

Ms. Pamela Forward: No. I would just like to have the opportu‐
nity at some stage to talk about the proposed solutions for the prob‐
lems that I itemized.

Mrs. Stephanie Kusie: This could be that opportunity. Please go
ahead.

Ms. Pamela Forward: All right. The first one was—
Mrs. Stephanie Kusie: Are these the Braun amendments that we

discussed in our meeting?
Ms. Pamela Forward: No.
Mrs. Stephanie Kusie: Okay. Please continue with your solu‐

tions. Go ahead.
Ms. Pamela Forward: Just briefly, in terms of flawed legisla‐

tion, I would like to suggest that everybody here knows what effec‐
tive legislation looks like. You have access to international experts.
You have the work of the 2017 committee. It just remains for you
to do it and to do what needs to be done.

There's no rational reason, from my perspective, that Canadians
should not have all 20 best practices in the law. Why should we just
stick with the eight that are there now and the three or four more
that are really imperative if we want to be able to hold our heads up
and at least be at some kind of a level status with other countries,
our peer countries, other democracies around the world? That is
what I have to say there. Please don't stop. As many best practices
as possible are needed.

In terms of implementation failure, as has been mentioned here
today, we need to provide adequate internal and external disclosure
mechanisms, which provide the necessary functions for success.
That includes advisory, internally and if they decide to go to the
Public Sector Integrity Commissioner. That includes awareness-
raising training, legal support, psychological support and all of
those things that have been mentioned.

The investigation of wrongdoing and reprisals should be includ‐
ed internally as well. As has been mentioned, adjudicative support‐
ive action, protection of the disclosure and prevention of harm
should all be part and parcel of what an internal disclosure mecha‐
nism looks like. It doesn't exist right now.

It means that people need to learn how to actively listen. They
need to become aware of the invisible forces driving reprisals, the
psychological and unconscious forces, such as conformity in
groups, obedience to authority and how we behave when we per‐
ceive threats. Our automatic response that we're often not aware of
is to destroy the threat. It's a holdover from our days as cavemen.
We're trying to survive, so we fight.

Then, in terms of uncommitted and ineffective leadership, lead‐
ers need to lead the change, and that's been the problem. They need
to be a visible part of the behaviour-change communication plan.
That's the next step. It's not just legislation. That is essential to cul‐
ture change. There should be no gap between what a leader says

and what a leader does. There have been huge gaps. The leaders say
one thing....

We have this wonderful law, but when it came to ensuring that all
the things that the law says should be done to ensure that we have a
workable mechanism were done and that the law was being trans‐
lated in the public service, we didn't follow up. Those things did
not take place. There was no training, no awareness raising and no
leadership, really. If there is a gap, what that signals is insincerity,
and trust will be lost again, leading to failure.

Political and administrative cultures that stress control over in‐
formation—

● (1745)

The Chair: I'm sorry to interrupt, Ms. Forward, but that is our
time.

Ms. Pamela Forward: Okay.

The Chair: We have to try to get a couple more folks in before
we suspend for the vote.

Ms. Pamela Forward: I have just a few more points.

Thank you very much.

The Chair: There will be a lot of time in the second go-around.

Mr. Fergus.

[Translation]

Hon. Greg Fergus: Thank you, Mr. Chair.

I would also like to thank our two witnesses today.

I would especially like to commend Mr. Sabourin for his courage
in appearing before the committee. It was an extremely difficult sit‐
uation, as I recall.

[English]

Madam Forward, before I get into my questions, perhaps I'll
leave you the opportunity to just finish off your answer to Mrs.
Kusie. If you don't mind continuing just to finish off that part, then
I'll get your questions.

Ms. Pamela Forward: Yes, it's very short.

In terms of political and administrative cultures, my suggestion is
that what is needed is to develop open, listening and reflective cul‐
tures to replace defensive, controlling ones, if public trust is to be
maintained. We need to shift from command and control public ad‐
ministration to listening and learning approaches. We need to admit
errors, accept responsibility, correct them and learn.

There are actually organizations. There's a Centre for Public Im‐
pact that's working with governments around the world to imple‐
ment exactly this change. I really would highly recommend you ask
somebody from there to come and present to you. It's amazing the
work that they're doing.
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Then on the last point, the lack of constructive scrutiny by Parlia‐
ment, I recommend that there be an ongoing parliamentary commit‐
tee with oversight functions that would interact with NGOs and
whistle-blowers to ensure system feedback and ongoing mainte‐
nance.

I'm taking part now in an international movement. There's actual‐
ly a committee being led by the U.K. It's amazing the work that
they're doing. They're passing a new law. It's a private member's
bill that's just whooshing it's way through Parliament. There's an
all-party parliamentary group that is working intimately with civil
society whistle-blower support groups. WhistleblowersUK is pro‐
viding the secretariat to the all-party parliamentary group. They are
in the process of passing a law to establish an office of the whistle-
blower, which has teeth and can issue sanctions against wrongdo‐
ers.

Hon. Greg Fergus: You're getting into my next question for
you, Ms. Forward.

Regarding an international comparison, we know we've heard
that there are different bodies that would rate Canada poorly, but it's
one of those things where you can have a great legal framework
and you have no follow-up at all in practicality. I'm not certain
about that international comparison.

According to you, which country has the best example and the
best balance between a legislative framework and a culture that ac‐
tually respects that legislative framework?
● (1750)

Ms. Pamela Forward: I don't know—
Hon. Greg Fergus: What's the standard we should look to?
Ms. Pamela Forward: —that there's any country that's best.

The United States is known as pretty much the inventor of whis‐
tle-blowing. They've had whistle-blowing since their first act in the
1700s, when contractors were cheating the government. There was
a war going on or something. I don't remember.

They've had whistle-blowing legislation since 1979 and various
iterations and improvements. What happens is that they still have
culture problems. The government, actually.... The difference I
think is that the government takes whistle-blowing seriously. They
think it's important to have proper legislation.

In terms of culture, what seems to have happened is that, when‐
ever they pass an amendment to block some kind of a gap and im‐
prove things, people in the organizations work very hard to try to
find ways around it, even if that means reclassifying jobs so that
they are now security sensitive. Then they lay criminal charges
against whistle-blowers.

There are culture problems wherever you go.
Hon. Greg Fergus: Ms. Forward and Mr. Sabourin, thank you.
The Chair: Thank you, Mr. Fergus.

Ms. Vignola, go ahead, please, for six.
[Translation]

Mrs. Julie Vignola: Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Ms. Forward, thank you for being here today.

Mr. Sabourin, thank you very much. My questions are for you. If
you find them too intrusive or if you have difficulty answering
them, please do not hesitate to tell me. I can take it.

In your opening remarks, you said that you had suffered
reprisals. Could you describe a few of them, so that it is really clear
to the public how far this can go? You spoke about your suicide at‐
tempt. I am happy to see that you are still here. It is one of the ulti‐
mate consequences of reprisals, but what happened before that?

Mr. Luc Sabourin: After I reported my observations to manage‐
ment, they began to push me aside. Either I had no work at all, or
they gave me tasks that were beneath my skills. They took away
tasks that I had been hired to perform. After that, I could go several
days without work. Then, on Thursday evening, someone would
come and put a pile of files on my desk, the equivalent of a full
week of work. I could not meet the Friday deadline. What con‐
cerned me about this way of doing things was that it involved oper‐
ational work important for our border officers. They needed to have
these files to be able to perform their duties.

Then, when they saw that they could not hang something on me
this way, they began to sabotage my work. That was not successful,
so they vandalized my office. I provided you with photos of that. It
took me several days to find everything.

Next, they tried to launch investigations on me just to undermine
me. One day, I helped a new colleague who did not know the differ‐
ence between a trip number, an authorization number and a tax
identification number. I was accused of accessing information that I
did not have authorization to access. I went through a management
investigation, until the head of security confirmed that I had been
doing my job, that I had been helping a colleague and that I had
done nothing wrong.

Then, I got sick several times. There was no explanation. One
morning, Purell was found in my coffee. This was one of the trig‐
gers.

● (1755)

Mrs. Julie Vignola: If I understand your last sentence correctly,
the intimidation went as far as—

Mr. Luc Sabourin: —as far as trying to poison me.

I asked CBSA's professional standards unit to install cameras in
my office so that the perpetrators could be identified, but my re‐
quest was denied.

Senior management told me that, if the person responsible for
these acts was found guilty, all the cases that they had defended at
the Federal Court would have to be reopened, which could be em‐
barrassing for the department.
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Mrs. Julie Vignola: Avoiding embarrassment to the department
was worth more than your life.

Mr. Luc Sabourin: Yes, madam.
Mrs. Julie Vignola: That is the message that you got.
Mr. Luc Sabourin: Yes, and it went further than that.

As part of my duties, I had to testify on behalf of the Canada
Border Services Agency against members of organized crime.

A few weeks before I was to testify, I was threatened. Someone
had disclosed my home address. My children were threatened di‐
rectly. I had to request security measures for my children at school.

Mrs. Julie Vignola: If I understand correctly, the intimidation
involved not only attempted poisoning, but also the providing of
your address and personal details to organized criminals.

Mr. Luc Sabourin: No. Someone gave my information and my
home address. People showed up near my house. They targeted me,
threatened me and directly threatened my children a few weeks be‐
fore I was to testify.

The only place that could disclose this information was my of‐
fice.

When you testify, you have to give your work address.
Mrs. Julie Vignola: The actions you're describing appear to be

criminal acts.
Mr. Luc Sabourin: They are criminal acts.
Mrs. Julie Vignola: Did you report it to the RCMP or Sûreté du

Québec?
Mr. Luc Sabourin: I went to the RCMP with all the information

that I had and what I had seen, including photos.

I was told that this was not under the jurisdiction of their unit.
However, they did not refer me to another unit.

Mrs. Julie Vignola: Did they give you the reasons for that?
Mr. Luc Sabourin: The letter stated that it was not under the

unit's jurisdiction. That's it.
Mrs. Julie Vignola: Okay.

If you could go back in time, would you still make a disclosure
today?

Mr. Luc Sabourin: Yes, but I would do it in a different way.
Mrs. Julie Vignola: How would you do it?
Mr. Luc Sabourin: I would put all the information in an enve‐

lope and send it to the media. That's it.

The system abandoned me. The manager that I contacted and the
directors at the time told me that it was more important to focus on
my career and think about my family and my retirement than to fo‐
cus on the potential legal repercussions of the allegations that I
would be making against staff members, which included members
of management.
[English]

The Chair: That is our time, I'm afraid.

[Translation]
Mrs. Julie Vignola: Thank you.

[English]
The Chair: Next will be Mr. Johns for six minutes, and then

we'll suspend to vote and come back.
Mr. Gord Johns: Thank you both for being here and for your

passion to fix this. I can't say enough about it.

Thank you, Ms. Forward.

I'm also going to go to you, Mr. Sabourin.

Again, I share the absolute gratitude for your courage to be here
today, the strength you have and the resolve for justice for future
workers, and current workers as well, so that they may feel safe and
able to come forward in the future.

Many of the accountability experts and whistle-blower advocates
voice concerns with regard to the fact that the Public Sector Integri‐
ty Commissioner has declined to investigate some pretty major
high-stake cases, such as issues with Phoenix, issues you've seen in
your work.

Do you believe that the commissioner, who has typically been a
government public servant, represents a conflict of interest—some‐
one that's been involved like that?

Mr. Luc Sabourin: Yes, sir, I do.

I reached out to the commissioner of integrity myself. I provided
him with two years of material, and within a very short time frame,
he came back and excluded a certain amount of information.

It was brought to my attention by a director at my unit that the
integrity commissioner and the person I was pointing out in my
complaints had previously worked together and knew each other. I
requested from the integrity commissioner a formal notice, asking
him to explain to me whether he had any conflict of interest with
the people I pointed out in my complaint. He refused.
● (1800)

Mr. Gord Johns: Do you have any suggestions, such as maybe
having an independent person be appointed moving forward?

Mr. Luc Sabourin: Yes, sir.

My recommendation to the members of Parliament before was
that any type of situation like mine, involving officers in an opera‐
tional environment where there is risk to the Canadian government
and the people working in the field, should be turned over to an in‐
dependent person. It should be somebody who has no ties to any‐
body, and a second person should be verifying the validity of the
information and the decision that is made. That's the important
transparency that we can have.

I hope I made sense.
Mr. Gord Johns: Absolutely.

Again, I really admire your strength in being here today. I want
to thank you for that.
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I'm going to give you some time to talk about what you believe
are the failures and the foundational aspects of strong whistle-blow‐
er protections that need to be in this bill, which might not be in the
bill yet, that we could look at to strengthen the bill through work
with our friend and colleague.

Mr. Luc Sabourin: I think we all have to gain by working all
together, every one of you, regardless of the party you represent.

We all represent you, the public servant. When the problems we
face are people in high positions of authority who are engaged in
wrongdoing or criminal activity, we have nobody to turn to. The
mechanism in place to report it turns over the information that we
give and the evidence we have to the people who are the ones we
are reporting on.

This cannot continue. We cannot continue that way, because it's
not conducive.... It's impossible to continue that way. We need to
have an independent party who will take the information and pro‐
tect us, and protect everybody else, and give the opportunity to any
law enforcement agency to investigate discretely to see the magni‐
tude of the problem or whatever damage was done.

It's very important that this concept is done. Otherwise, the sys‐
tem keeps failing us.

Mr. Gord Johns: Thank you for your service to Canada.
Mr. Luc Sabourin: Thank you, sir.
Mr. Gord Johns: Ms. Forward, do you want to add to that ques‐

tion I just asked?

I will give you some time to talk about what is missing in the bill
that could help to improve the bill.

Ms. Pamela Forward: All I can say is that we have the eight
best practices here.

In order to give whistle-blowers a reliable chance to prevail, we
absolutely need the burden of proof.... The reverse-onus require‐
ment should be there. A manager must prove the action taken was
not a reprisal rather than the employee proving that it was. We need
to also consider the question of financial losses to someone who is
penalized for simply upholding the law and doing his job—at least
have legal support in the system. That should be part of the system.

The third thing that I think is really important is that the amended
PSDPA should ban NDAs. It should supersede such regulations that
may occur in other laws, like NDAs that say you can't expose
somebody or go public if somebody is doing something wrong.

The Chair: I'm going to interrupt here. We have just about 10
seconds, Mr. Johns.

We're going to suspend, we'll run and vote, and then we'll come
back.
● (1800)

_____________________(Pause)_____________________

● (1825)

The Chair: Colleagues, thank you. We are back.

We appreciate witnesses' putting up with our doing our demo‐
cratic duty.

We are into our final round. We are going to start with five min‐
utes for Mrs. Block.

Mrs. Kelly Block: Thank you very much, Mr. Chair.

I want to start off by echoing the comment of my colleague MP
Kusie. I also want to recognize and speak to the courage that has
been alluded to here and the resolve that it has taken, I believe, for
you to speak out and speak publicly.

I won't speak for all of us, but I would say that it is very difficult
to understand how a professional public service would allow this
culture to exist. It's even more difficult to understand and to hear
the extent of the intimidation that you were subjected to and the im‐
pact that had on your mental and physical well-being. I want to
thank you for coming forward, Mr. Sabourin, and sharing your sto‐
ry with us.

I also want to thank Mr. Garon one more time for introducing
Bill C-290. I think the only thing worse than doing nothing is be‐
lieving that you are doing something when you, in fact, are not.

Reviewing this piece of legislation and acting on it I think is
something we are very committed to on this side of the House, of
the room.

I don't really have any more questions. I would just turn the floor
back to either of you to make any final comments that you would
like to make to this committee today.

● (1830)

Mr. Luc Sabourin: It's just that my story is the story of every
public servant who is loyal to this government and facing this
dilemma. It's not just me. That's something that needs to be under‐
stood. I'm here on behalf of everybody who probably didn't have
the strength or the chance that I had to be here today. It's very im‐
portant to make this distinction.

Ms. Pamela Forward: I would like to underline what Mr.
Sabourin has said. Our organization was set up to advance educa‐
tion on the whistle-blowing phenomenon through research and
sharing that information publicly. We did not announce in any way
that we provided services to whistle-blowers, but we end up provid‐
ing support for whistle-blowers because they call us because there's
nowhere else for them to go. I can't tell you how many stories I've
heard similar to Luc's.

I'd like to share briefly that we just established a few months ago
a support group for whistle-blowers. We have a professional facili‐
tator manage the group. She's a former legislator from Manitoba.
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Three of them had to leave the group. They could not even par‐
ticipate in the group because they are so mentally harmed by PTSD.
They see threats and suspicion everywhere. They suspected me
when they found out that I was a former public servant—I worked
in a minister's office—so I became suspect immediately.

What we need to understand is that there's new information—re‐
ally, it's old information that the public is more aware of—that this
kind of behaviour, this bullying and harassment, causes actual brian
damage that can be seen on a brain scan. That changes the land‐
scape for employers. They now may become more legally liable.
You can go in hand with a brain scan in the face of a history of ha‐
rassment and bullying and being fired from the public service, or
any organization.

When we're talking about public servants, it's a small minority of
Canadian employees who are putting up with this kind of work. We
hear from municipal and provincial people as well, and we've for‐
gotten about the federally incorporated private sector, which has no
protection.

The Chair: Thank you.

We'll go to Mr. Bains for five minutes, please.
Mr. Parm Bains (Steveston—Richmond East, Lib.): Thank

you, Mr. Chair.

Thank you to our witnesses for joining us today. I will echo the
statements of everybody else by thanking Mr. Sabourin for showing
the courage to ultimately revisit his painful lived experience.

Thanks also to our colleague, Monsieur Garon, for bringing this
forward again.

I think Mr. Sabourin talked a little bit about this. The bill in‐
cludes making “failure to provide support” to a public servant who
is making a reprisal part of the act.

Would this change violate the confidentiality of the process, as
additional people would need to know the identity of the discloser?
I think you mentioned that it ultimately goes to people who know
the people who know the people.

My question is for Madam Forward.

Bill C-290 also includes a new category of wrongdoing, which is
“abuse of authority”, but it has no definition within the bill. How
can the committee solve the problem of how to define that?
● (1835)

Ms. Pamela Forward: I think anything that smacks of wrong‐
ness is abuse of authority. People know instinctively when authority
is being abused. Bullying and harassment are abuses of authority.
Part of abusing authority is abusing your power and not exercising
your power justly and fairly. A lot of it probably could be from not
having the skills to do so.

Part of being a good manager or a good employer is listening. To
develop speak-up cultures, you first need to have managers who
know how to listen up. Then people feel heard. If they can go to
their manager and their manager doesn't get excited when they per‐
haps make a suggestion that they've noticed something that could
be done better.... Instead of taking it as a personal insult that they

haven't done their job as a manager—which is often one of the
things that sparks reprisals—they could just learn the skill of active
listening. That encourages people to come forward.

That's one of the problems, really. It's just not having skills.

Mr. Parm Bains: You said this has been going on for a long
time. Maybe Mr. Sabourin can also comment on this.

The culture of this is continuing on in various departments.
We've seen it in other areas as well, whether it's the RCMP or other
administrative areas.

Can you speak to the culture and what kinds of things you
think...? I know you've talked about active listening, but expand on
that if you could, please.

Ms. Pamela Forward: Thank you for the question.

We're talking about an internal environment. There are three
things that impact an internal environment. One is structure. One is
leadership. The other is culture.

With structure, strict vertical hierarchies in particular are very
susceptible to developing dysfunctional cultures, mainly because of
problems with communication. That's what the bill is trying to get
around. Particularly if the wrongdoing is top-down, there are just
no options for a whistle-blower, as Mr. Sabourin has mentioned.

The other question is leadership. Leaders have a huge impact on
cultures in organizations. All leaders say that they're very open and
that they want to hear what you have to say. They say to come to
them, that they have open door, no problem, but what—

The Chair: I'm afraid I'm going to have to interrupt you again.
We're past our five minutes for Mr. Bains.

Ms. Pamela Forward: I'm sorry.

The Chair: I'm going to hand things over to Mrs. Vignola now,
please.

[Translation]

Mrs. Julie Vignola: Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Mr. Sabourin, before getting to the core of my question, I would
like to know whether you were afraid of reprisals in coming here.
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Mr. Luc Sabourin: I received threats from management. I was
told that, if I spoke to MPs or the media, my federal government
pension would be taken away. It was withheld deliberately for four
years, from 2018 to 2022. The problem was resolved as a result of
your office getting involved. It was a way of muzzling me for four
years, so that I didn't speak to the media and so that my recourse
options and deadline for disclosing the situation would run out.
● (1840)

Mrs. Julie Vignola: Okay.

Do you stand to benefit in any way from your presence here?
Mr. Luc Sabourin: Not at all. I benefit in no way.
Mrs. Julie Vignola: Thank you.

Earlier, you said that you were working for Passport Canada.
Mr. Luc Sabourin: I was working on document integrity.
Mrs. Julie Vignola: Okay.

What would the consequences have been for Canada's interna‐
tional reputation and national security if you had turned a blind eye
to what you had seen and not reported it? Were you forced by your
duties to report it?

Mr. Luc Sabourin: I had a legal and moral obligation to report
the actions that I witnessed and that could result in a loss of the
Canadian government's credibility with its allies. I could not turn a
blind eye to these wrongdoings, which were serious offences of a
criminal nature. If our allies had discovered these things, Canada
could have lost its credibility and well-established relationships
with its allies, including NATO members. When I reported the facts
to management, my situation immediately became unbearable.

Mrs. Julie Vignola: Are you allowed to give us details on what
occurred that would have resulted in our allies losing all confidence
in us?

Mr. Luc Sabourin: Do I have parliamentary immunity?
Mrs. Julie Vignola: Absolutely.
Mr. Luc Sabourin: Okay.

Individuals in a position of authority ordered us to destroy pass‐
ports and indicate in federal databases that we had returned the
passports to the respective embassies.

I intervened. I told management that this way of doing things
was illegal. It resulted in the creation of false documents in a feder‐
al database used by the Federal Court of Canada for some of its
cases. I was told that the practice would stop. After a certain
amount of time had passed, they put someone in a closed room to
continue to destroy passports, while indicating in the federal
database that we had given them back to our allies.

The perpetrators of these acts were in a position of authority. I
reported them, and it cost me my career.

Mrs. Julie Vignola: How do you explain the fact that, to date,
no genuine changes have been made to protect public servant whis‐
tle-blowers?

Why weren't these changes made? None of the committee's rec‐
ommendations has been implemented in the six years since the re‐
port.

Mr. Luc Sabourin: Remaining transparent, but without pointing
a finger at anyone, I can tell you that changing or amending the leg‐
islation to protect public servants scares some people and disrupts a
very well-established culture. The only people who can make
changes to help public servant whistle-blowers are the members of
this committee. Without that, this culture will always be there. The
only way to address it is to spell it out. You alone have the power to
improve things.

Mrs. Julie Vignola: Could we, in part—

[English]

The Chair: I'm afraid that is your time for now.

We'll finish with Mr. Johns.

You have two and a half minutes. Go ahead, please.

Mr. Gord Johns: I've asked Mr. Garon this. One benefit of the
bill is that it would allow public servants to report wrongdoing to
an officer in the portion of the public sector in which they are em‐
ployed and not just to their immediate supervisor.

Would it have helped you, Mr. Sabourin, to have had that in
place? Could you speak about the potential of pursuing more than
one method of recourse and resolution?

● (1845)

Mr. Luc Sabourin: If I understand the question correctly, you're
saying if someone had the opportunity to approach a supervisor
to—

Mr. Gord Johns: I'm saying if you could go beyond your own
immediate supervisor.

Mr. Luc Sabourin: I went to every level in the chain of com‐
mand to explain that situation, and the system failed me. What I'm
stating is that we need to have an independent area to report to, so
that, as I said earlier, a proper investigation could be done without
anybody knowing what's going on. Even the person we report could
still establish whether there's any merit to what we bring forward
without causing discomfort to anybody.

When we report to our supervisor or anybody else in the chain of
command, especially if it involves the people in the chain of com‐
mand, there's not much we can do. There's no way this information
or any type of administrative action will be initiated.

I hope I've understood and clarified the question.

Mr. Gord Johns: That's perfect.

Ms. Forward, one of the critical improvements that we believe
needs to be made to the act is expanding whistle-blower protections
to contractors who do public service work. We're seeing all this out‐
sourcing and all of these contractors coming in.
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Maybe you've seen contractors who witness wrongdoing and
want to report it and those who do report it. Can you speak about
the importance of that?

The Chair: Please provide just a brief answer.
Ms. Pamela Forward: I haven't heard a lot. I've heard about a

couple of big cases. I think it's obvious that anybody who has wit‐
nessed wrongdoing on the part of any government entity or any en‐
tity whatsoever should be protected. Many countries protect all of
their citizens. Doing so is part of their legislation. Any citizen,
without qualification, who reports wrongdoing to authorities who
can do something about it is protected. There's no reason Canada
should be different.

The Chair: Thank you very much.

Colleagues, that is our time.

I just want to ask one brief question, Mr. Sabourin.

Could you explain why they were destroying those passports?
Please walk me through it.

Mr. Luc Sabourin: I have no valid explanation for you as to
why they were doing it. They basically said that they had no obliga‐

tion to tell me because I was a junior officer, but I explained to
them that what they were doing was a criminal offence.

With my 12 years of experience in that unit, I cannot explain to
you why they were doing it. The explanation they provided to me
made no sense. I challenged them on it, and I verified their doings.
It was not valid.

The Chair: Thank you very much. Thanks for being with us to‐
day.

Ms. Forward, thank you as well. It's wonderful to see you. You
mentioned the U.S. It was actually the Revolutionary War with
their navy. The U.S. is blessed with a senator from Iowa—Senator
Chuck Grassley—who's called the patron saint of whistle-blowers.
I'm hoping that through what we've started today and started earlier
that perhaps we can have 11 or 12 further patron saints, in Canada,
for whistle-blowers.

Thank you both sincerely for your time today.

Colleagues, if there's nothing else, we are adjourned. Thank you.
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